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Newsletter
CALL FOR PAPERS

Journal of European and American
Intelligence Studies (JEAIS)
- former Journal of Mediterranean and Balkan Intelligence We are now accepting complete manuscripts for the June 2018 Volume,
"International Relations and Intelligence Studies: a Much Needed Dialogue."
The deadline for submissions is May 10, 2018.

CALL FOR PAPERS: Click here to access the PDF information guide.

Call for Reviewers for the
Journal
American

of

European

Intelligence

and

Studies

(JEAIS)
The journal is seeking conscientious
reviewers and extends an invitation to
researchers to join the Review Board of
the JEAIS.
If you are interested in becoming a peer
reviewer for JEAIS, please email your

Responsibilities:
Serve a 2-year term, which may result
in a re-appointment // Review no more
than TWO manuscripts per 12-month
period // Provide consistent reasons for
your rejection of papers // If you are
unable to review your manuscript
within 14 days, decline the review.
Points of Interest:
If selected as a reviewer, your name
would appear at the web site in the
Review Board.
When vacancies become available on

CV to the Editor-in-Chief, Mr. John
Nomikos, at rieasinfo@gmail.com.

the Editorial Board, we select persons
from the Review Board who have
distinguished themselves as reliable.

Journal of Mediterranean and
Balkan Intelligence (JMBI), Vol.
10(2), December 2017, 197p.
The December 2017 Issue of the
JMBI
gathered
new
insights
on intelligence analysis by bringing
together multi-sector practitioners.
Perspectives from the government,
academia and private sectors that
address practical and theoretical issues
regarding the analytical process have
been gathered in this collective volume
aimed at identifying common grounds
for a cross-domain collaborative
debate. More details and subscriptions
at http://www.rieas.gr.

For further information about the Journal of European and American
Intelligence Studies (JEAIS), please contact the Managing Editors, Daniela
Bacheș-Torres, danielabaches@gmail.com, and Efren TorresBacheș, efren.r.torres@gmail.com.

Contact RIEAS
Kalavriton 1 Str.
Alimos, Athens 17456
Attiki
Greece
Tel: +30 210 9911214
Fax: +30 210 9911214
Administrative Support: secretary@rieas.gr
Assistant to Director: rieasinfo@gmail.com

